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Everything Is Bigger in Texas with KYZEN’s Upgraded Presence
NASHVILLE — February 2021 — KYZEN, the global leader in innovative environmentally
friendly cleaning chemistries, announces that it has partnered with two exceptional
representatives to the cleaning industry, Southwest Systems Technology and MetroWest
Industrial. Under the new partnerships, Southwest Systems Technology and MetroWest
Industrial will promote, sell and support KYZEN’s full range of high-performance cleaning
products for both the electronics and metal finishing industries respectively throughout Texas.
Kevin Buckner, the Regional Manager for the Texas area, states, “After celebrating my
seventh year servicing the West Coast, I am looking forward to the challenges of building a
territory with Southwest Systems Technology and MetroWest Industrial. Both companies will
complement KYZEN'S commitment to Science and Care that is well known throughout the
manufacturing industry.”
Southwest Systems Technology (SW Systems), founded in 1989, sells and endorses
products in both the electronic and semiconductor manufacturing industries. SW Systems’
philosophy is to technically present the myriad of products it represents in a thorough and
professional manner. Their expert sales team includes members that have 20-30 years’
experience in either PCBA, bare board or machine shop work. The sales team is frequently
asked to support their customers as consultants which in turn widens their support coverage
more than any other electronics manufacturing rep organization in the area.
Southwest Systems Technology will represent KYZEN’s line of environmentally responsible
precision products and services throughout Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana and
Mexico. For more information about Southwest Systems’ products and services, contact
Scott Fillebrown at (972) 824-9548 or visit their website at www.swsystems.com.
MetroWest Industrial, KYZEN’s second distributor, focuses on providing innovative and taskproven chemicals, as well as equipment that supports the expanding parts cleaning needs of
their customers. This includes resolving issues with ultrasonic immersion, spray wash and
vacuum degreasing machines in the aerospace, automotive and industrial markets.
MetroWest Industrial is based in Fort Worth, Texas, and services the Texas-Oklahoma
region. For more information, please email them at info@metrowestindustrial.com or call
(817) 846-0279.
About KYZEN
KYZEN is a global leader in providing environmentally responsible, RoHS compliant precision
cleaning chemistries for industries ranging from electronics and advanced packaging to metal
finishing and aerospace applications. Since its founding in 1990, KYZEN’s innovative cleaning
technologies, scientific expertise and customer support have been repeatedly recognized with
the industry’s most prestigious awards. For more information, visit www.kyzen.com.

